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Money has been called mankind’s greatest invention and the most
powerful secular force on the planet. Yet few people ever achieve a
level of contentment in their relationship with money. This book
identifies our relationship with money on four different levels:
physical, emotional, mental, and soul. Each level has a color
associated with it. You will learn how to use these colors to provide
greater balance in your life and achieve a new level of well-being
and prosperity. The first edition of the Centennial Buckeye Cook Book
was published in 1876. Between 1876 and 1905, a total of thirty-two
editions of the cookbook were published, and more than one million
copies sold. The book began as a project of the Marysville, Ohio,
First Congregational Church when the women of the church decided to
publish a cookbook in order to raise money to build a parsonage.
Their effort launched a cookbook that rapidly became one of the most
popular publications of nineteenth-century America. This is the first
reprint of the original 1876 edition. Color Outside the Lines brings
together diverse, talented YA voices, including Samira Ahmed, Adam
Silvera, Anna-Marie McLemore, Lori Lee, and Elsie Chapman, to reflect
on interracial relationships. While focusing predominantly on POC
voices, the anthology also includes LGBTQ+, religious, minority, and



disability intersectionality, and it's stories range in tone and
genre, from light-hearted contemporary to darker fantasy. If he had
been with me everything would have been different... I wasn't with
Finn on that August night. But I should've been. It was raining, of
course. And he and Sylvie were arguing as he drove down the slick
road. No one ever says what they were arguing about. Other people
think it's not important. They do not know there is another story.
The story that lurks between the facts. What they do not know—the
cause of the argument—is crucial. So let me tell you... Fifteen-year-
old Nevaeh Levitz is torn between two worlds, passing for white while
living in Harlem, being called Jewish while attending her mother's
Baptist church, and experiencing first love while watching her
parents' marriage crumble. Celebrate the joys and comforts of home by
adding color to everything from stunning interiors of bedroom, bath,
and study to gorgeous flower-filled backyards and beautifully
decorated front porches. Eleri Fowler, the illustrator of Joyous
Blooms to Color and My Mother, My Heart, returns with a coloring book
all about the lively pleasures of spring. Bold Springtime to Color is
full of sweet things that remind us of the sunny, revitalizing
season. Beautiful pen-and-ink designs, including early blooms,
delicately patterned butterflies, and inspirational quotes from some
of your favorite writers, all are waiting for your creative touch.
Bold Springtime to Color’s large, 10x10 interior has 96 black-and-
white pages printed on heavy paper stock, good for colored pencils
and most markers. A perfect gift for loved ones, this sturdy and
brilliantly illustrated coloring book will delight. The tens of
thousands of fans of Eleri Fowler's Joyous Blooms to Color have
embraced it with such words as "beautiful," "a keepsake," "a
delightful escape from reality," and much more. Bold Springtime to
Color is sure to earn the same sort of praise. “A delectable mixture
of ice cream and romance.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “For
fans of Jenny Han.” —School Library Journal “A rare, enjoyable
portrait of a woman-run business.” —Kirkus Reviews From the author of
The Last Boy and Girl in the World and The List comes a bold and
sweet summer read about first love, feminism, and ice cream. Summer
in Sand Lake isn’t complete without a trip to Meade Creamery—the
local ice cream stand founded in 1944 by Molly Meade who started
making ice cream to cheer up her lovesick girlfriends while all the
boys were away at war. Since then, the stand has been owned and
managed exclusively by local girls, who inevitably become the best of
friends. Seventeen-year-old Amelia and her best friend Cate have
worked at the stand every summer for the past three years, and Amelia
is “Head Girl” at the stand this summer. When Molly passes away
before Amelia even has her first day in charge, Amelia isn’t sure
that stand can go on. That is, until Molly’s grandnephew Grady
arrives and asks Amelia to stay on to help continue the business…but



Grady’s got some changes in mind… Celebrate mom with color!
Illustrator Eleri Fowler’s intricate, gorgeous illustrations that
depict the joy and tenderness of a mother’s love are beautifully
represented in this delicately rendered coloring book. From flowers
to birds to hearts and more, these pages and pages of delicate pen-
and-ink drawings are waiting to be brought to life through your
artistry. My Mother, My Heart’s large, 10x10 interior has 96 black-
and-white pages printed on heavy paper stock, good for colored
pencils and most markers. A perfect gift for loved ones, this sturdy
and brilliantly illustrated coloring book will delight. The tens of
thousands of fans of Eleri Fowler's Joyous Blooms to Color have
embraced it with such words as "beautiful," "a keepsake," "a
delightful escape from reality," and much more. My Mother, My Heart
is sure to earn the same sort of praise. Blue Star Coloring has
turned the Number 1 Best Seller "Stress Relieving Patterns" into a
mini coloring book! This travel size coloring book features over 40
detailed pattern coloring pages including mini mandalas. The 9.5x 6.5
small coloring book size is perfect for coloring on-the-go! Bonus
features include greeting cards with messages such as "you are my
sunshine" and "I donut know what I would do without you." Colorable
bookmarks are also included. Features over 40 detailed patterns,
lovingly reproduced with industry-leading quality. Heavyweight,
artist-grade paper provides an unmatched coloring experience and
allows for experimentation with different media. Portable art-therapy
for the over-worked and over-stimulated adult - Color Me Calm offers
100 coloring templates for grown-ups looking to calm down and relax
in a demanding digital age. Finally, an adult-style coloring book
that kids will love too! This candy themed adult-style coloring book
is for tweens, young adults, and adults. From gummy bears, to rock
candy, lollipops, candy sneakers and more, each page in this book has
been meticulously designed. Featuring 24 unique and creative candy
designs, ranging in complexity from to simple to advanced, this
coloring book will provide hours and hours of stress relief, mindful
calm, and fun, creative expression. Inspired by nature's elements,
paisley patterns derive from a centuries-old art tradition. Colorists
will enjoy hours of creative pleasure with this all-original gallery
of paisley designs! 30 full-page illustrations swirl with organic
themes. * Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller * *
GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD WINNER for BEST DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019
* * BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and more! *
What happens when America's First Son falls in love with the Prince
of Wales? When his mother became President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was
promptly cast as the American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome,
charismatic, genius—his image is pure millennial-marketing gold for
the White House. There's only one problem: Alex has a beef with the
actual prince, Henry, across the pond. And when the tabloids get hold



of a photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation, U.S./British
relations take a turn for the worse. Heads of family, state, and
other handlers devise a plan for damage control: staging a truce
between the two rivals. What at first begins as a fake,
Instragramable friendship grows deeper, and more dangerous, than
either Alex or Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex finds himself
hurtling into a secret romance with a surprisingly unstuffy Henry
that could derail the campaign and upend two nations and begs the
question: Can love save the world after all? Where do we find the
courage, and the power, to be the people we are meant to be? And how
can we learn to let our true colors shine through? Casey McQuiston's
Red, White & Royal Blue proves: true love isn't always diplomatic. "I
took this with me wherever I went and stole every second I had to
read! Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this book had everything I
crave. I’m jealous of all the readers out there who still get to
experience Red, White & Royal Blue for the first time!" - Christina
Lauren, New York Times bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners "Red,
White & Royal Blue is outrageously fun. It is romantic, sexy, witty,
and thrilling. I loved every second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York
Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six Coloring book for
adult, with 20 beautiful drawings about small towns, with their
characters and everyday scenes, look with curiosity the details of
the characters that hide between the pages and color to your liking.
Each drawing has an extra copy to re-color in another way or if you
prefer, to give to another person and share your hobby. Relax and let
yourself be carried away by this trip that the creative group
INYOURHEAD proposes you in this book ... Enjoy it! Originally
published in 1877, this facsimile of Ohio's premiere cookbook from
the 19th century covers all aspects of cooking and housekeeping, from
breadmaking and canning to curing meats, management of help and
medical advice. Colors of Delight is a collection of poetry by
Nandita Das. Her poetry is filled with rich humor, great imagery,
beautiful seamless flow, and philosophical pondering. While at
college, her poem Stalemate was published as an anthology by Poets
International organization in 1991. This book is a beautiful tapestry
woven by the author, at times its sheer fun and at times deeply
moving and poignant.. The images are vivid and rich, capturing myriad
emotions. This is a very fascinating book which truly paints the
beautiful colors of delight. Adults have finally caught on to what
children have always known coloring is fun! But, more importantly for
those of us in the grown-up world, coloring has been shown to be a
stress reducer and a means of stimulating thought. Likewise, reading
poetry is also relaxing and thought provoking. In Color My Thoughts,
you get both! Pamela and Rita hope you derive as much enjoyment,
relaxation and mental inspiration from the coloring pages and poetry
in this book, as they received while creating it. As you color within



the shapes and lines of each drawing, may the poetic musings shower
your heart with color. PAMELAS TIP: Investing in good color pencils
will result in sharper images on the paper. Take this perfectly
portable little adult coloring book along wherever you go, and you'll
always be ready to color whenever inspiration strikes! Inside you'll
find dozens of adorable owls, mandalas, flowers, rainbows, hearts,
and so many more designs waiting to be filled with your favorite
watercolors, colored pencils, markers, crayons, gel pens, or crayons.
With a lay-flat, top-edge binding, this compact coloring book is
small enough to color anywhere, but big enough for creative fun.
Designs printed on one side of high-quality, extra-thick paper with
perforated edges. The “extraordinary and wonderful” award-winning
play in a new edition featuring an additional poem, production
photos, and an introduction by Jesmyn Ward (The New York Times). From
its inception in California in 1974 to its Broadway revival in 2022,
the Obie Award–winning for colored girls who have considered
suicide/when the rainbow is enuf has excited, inspired, and
transformed audiences all over the country. Passionate and fearless,
Shange’s words reveal what it meant to be a woman of color in the
20th century—and they continue to ring true in the 21st. First
published in 1975, it was praised by The New Yorker for “encompassing
. . . every feeling and experience a woman has ever had”. This new
edition celebrates the play’s enduring legacy with introductions by
Jesmyn Ward and Broadway director Camille A. Brown. It also features
a poem not previously included in the text, and a selection of photos
capturing the play’s evolution and reinvention. A personal memoir
explores the intertwined natures of happiness and sadness, discussing
how bitter experiences balance out the sweetness in life and how
change can be an opportunity for growth and a function of God's
graciousness. Includes section "Book reviews". Eleri Fowler’s Joyous
Blooms to Color has won over tens of thousands of fans who have
embraced it with such words as "beautiful," "a keepsake," "a
delightful escape from reality," and much more. Wander along a
winding path with intricate, gorgeous illustrations of natural
settings, lovingly represented in this delicately rendered coloring
book. From landscapes of weeping willows in the breeze to patterns of
bees and blossoms, all are waiting for your creative touch. Words to
color—including quotes, like Emily Dickinson's "Bring me a sunset in
a cup"—are set into beautiful, delicate designs that will inspire you
as you create! Joyous Blooms to Color’s large, 10x10 interior has 96
black-and-white pages printed on heavy paper stock, good for colored
pencils and most markers. A perfect gift for loved ones, this sturdy
and brilliantly illustrated coloring book will delight. In this
immersive new coloring book, Maggie Enterrios, whose stunning
illustrations inspire on Instagram and beyond, gives readers the
opportunity to interact with her artwork first-hand and connect with



their own creativity. Bold florals pop on every page and leave plenty
of room for color, while intricate details keep things interesting.
These designs go beyond simple florals, weaving in animals, shells
and other natural elements for lush, unique scenes that provide a
sense of discovery. It’s been proven that adult coloring books are
the perfect way to de-stress, and Maggie’s compositions are
specifically designed to delight, engage and provide a haven of
relaxation during busy days. Perforated pages and high-quality
watercolor paper make it easy to display and gift personalized
artwork. Maggie’s stylish, imaginative pen and ink drawings will
bring out everyone’s inner artist. “Like a favorite recipe, a posy is
meant to be savored and shared. Try it yourself, and … welcome a bit
of floral enchantment into your life.” —Amy Stewart, author of The
Drunken Botanist Inspired by the Victorian-era language of flowers, a
posy is a small, round bouquet of flowers, herbs, and plants meant to
convey a message, such as dahlias for gratitude, sunflowers for
adoration, or thyme for bravery. These floral poems have become
Teresa Sabankaya’s signature. Brides want them for their weddings,
but a posy is a lovely gift any time of year, and one that readers
can easily put together from their garden or with blooms from their
local florist. In The Posy Book, Sabankaya shares step-by-step
instructions, floral recipes for more than 20 posies, and ideas for
seasonal variations. A modern floral dictionary, with 12 original
paintings by celebrated illustrator Maryjo Koch, will help readers
craft their own posies filled with personal meaning. Adorable art
from bestselling author Jane Maday at a great low price! Nurture your
creative soul with this coloring book from Jane Maday, providing 50+
relaxing floral and wildlife scenes, along with helpful front-of-the-
book instruction on basic tools and materials for creating different
effects. Set your worries free with this wonderful activity to focus
your mind on all the blessings of the natural world! West Point
Colors by Anna Bartlett Warner: Anna Bartlett Warner's novel is set
against the backdrop of West Point Military Academy and explores
themes of duty, honor, and love. It follows the lives and
relationships of the cadets and their experiences at the academy. Key
Aspects of the Novel "West Point Colors": Military Academy Life: The
novel provides an intimate look into the daily lives, challenges, and
aspirations of the cadets at West Point. Themes of Honor and
Patriotism: Anna Bartlett Warner's story emphasizes the values of
honor, duty, and patriotism that are instilled in the cadets.
Romantic Elements: "West Point Colors" weaves elements of romance
into the narrative, exploring the relationships that develop amidst
the disciplined environment of the academy. Anna Bartlett Warner
(1827-1915) was an American author and songwriter known for her
novels and hymns. "West Point Colors" showcases her ability to create
compelling narratives set in unique and challenging settings. Eleri



Fowler’s Words of Love to Color: Sweet Thoughts to Live and Color By
will enchant you with its intricate patterns and favorite romantic
quotes, all ready to be brought to colorful life! Words of Love to
Color’s large, 10x10 interior has 96 black-and-white pages printed on
heavy paper stock, good for colored pencils and most markers. A
perfect gift for loved ones, this sturdy and brilliantly illustrated
coloring book will delight. The tens of thousands of fans of Eleri
Fowler's Joyous Blooms to Color have embraced it with such words as
"beautiful," "a keepsake," "a delightful escape from reality," and
much more. Words of Love to Color is sure to earn the same sort of
praise. 
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